
UASIN GISHU COUNTY ASSEMBLY 

HANSARD 

Wednesday, 30
th

 September, 2015 

The House Met at 3:36 PM 

[Temporary Speaker (Hon. Pius Kigen) in the Chair] 

PRAYERS 

 

COMMUNICATION FROM THE CHAIR 

Temporary Speaker (Hon. Pius Kigen): Honourable Members, I wish to communicate the 

following:  

PETITION IN REGARD TO THE REGULARIZATION OF EMPLOYMENT AND PAYMENT OF SALARY 

There is a petition in regard to the regularization of employment and payment of salary and 

this petition is referred to the Committee of Public Service Management. So, after this the 

Chair of the Public Service Management Committee we will commit this petition to your 

committee. 

COMMISSION ON REVENUE ALLOCATION (CRA) TRAINING FOR MEMBERS AT SIRIKWA HOTEL 

Another communication is that,  as had earlier seen communicated to you, - this is only a 

reminder - tomorrow at 8.30am all of you will be required to be at Sirikwa Hotel for the 

Commission on Revenue Allocation (CRA) training which will start at 8.30am. This is a 

reminder because the same had been communicated earlier by the Speaker.  

HOUSE SITTING FOR THURSDAY 1
ST

 SEPTEMBER 2015 AT SIRIKWA HOTEL 

At the same place tomorrow at 2.30pm this House will have a sitting at Sirikwa Hotel. So, as 

soon as we finish the business of today this House will be deemed adjourned until tomorrow 

2.30pm. We will have our sitting at Sirikwa Hotel. You know our Standing Orders allow this 

Assembly to conduct business in a place that has been identified and approved by the 

Speaker.  

Next Order! 

NOTICE OF MOTION 

FORMULATION OF A POLICY FRAMEWORK TO REGULATE THE USE OF DONKEY AND OTHER 

CARTS FOR TRANSPORT WITHIN THE COUNTY 

(Hon. Salome Busienei – Nominated MCA) 

Temporary Speaker: Honourable Salome. 

MCA Salome: Thank you Mr. Speaker Sir, I would like to give notice of the following 

Motion: 



Aware that highways are mainly a preserve of motor traffic; Further Aware that some 

residents have lately been using donkey and other carts as a means of transport without 

authority along the highways in the County particularly Eldoret-Nakuru, Eldoret-Iten road 

and Eldoret Airport roads; Noting that unauthorized use of donkeys and other carts has 

become a constant obstruction to motor traffic at the said roads; Concerned that such 

obstruction often results in unwarranted traffic jam in our roads; Further Concerned that the 

use of donkey and other carts has also been a constant cause of otherwise avoidable 

accidents; Cognizant of the resulting economic and social losses that have been occasioned 

by such occurrences; This County Assembly urges the County Government to urgently 

formulate a policy framework to regulate the use of donkey and other carts within the County 

and submit the same to this County Assembly for approval. 

Thank you Mr. Speaker Sir. 

Temporary Speaker: Thank you, Next Order! 

Temporary Speaker: Honourable Members, you can now turn to your supplementary Order 

Paper. Clerk!   

MOTION 

FORMULATION OF A POLICY FRAMEWORK TO REGULATE THE USE OF DONKEY AND OTHER 

CARTS FOR TRANSPORT WITHIN THE COUNTY 

(Hon. Salome Busienei – Nominated MCA) 

Temporary Speaker: Honourable Salome. 

MCA Salome: Thank you Mr. Speaker Sir.  I would like also to have this opportunity again 

to move this Motion. Mr. Speaker Sir, in this County we have experienced a lot of challenges 

because of these animals and--- 

Temporary Speaker: Order! Order Honourable Member! Can you Move a Motion? 

MCA Salome: Okay, 

Aware that highways are mainly a preserve of motor traffic; Further Aware that some 

residents--- 

Temporary Speaker: Order! Order! Honourable Member, for the purpose of the Hansard 

please kindly moves a Motion, move a Motion Honourable Member. 

MCA Salome: Mr. Speaker Sir, I beg to move this Motion: 

Aware that highways are mainly a preserve of motor traffic; Further Aware that some 

residents have lately been using donkey and other carts as a means of transport without 

authority along the highways in the County particularly Eldoret-Nakuru, Elodret-Iten road 

and Eldoret Airport roads; Noting that unauthorized use of donkeys and other carts have 

become a constant obstruction to motor traffic at the said roads; Concerned that such 

obstruction often results in unwarranted traffic jam in our roads; Further Concerned that the 

use of donkey and other carts has also been a constant cause of otherwise avoidable 

accidents; Cognizant of the resulting economic and social losses that have been occasioned 

by such occurrences; This County Assembly urges the County Government to urgently 



formulate a policy framework to regulate the use of donkey and other carts within the County 

and submit the same to this County Assembly for approval. 

Mr. Speaker Sir, I stand to move this Motion and I have said that in this County we have 

experienced a lot of challenges but, I have seen that if we are going to have a policy and 

framework it is going to support us so that we can work. Even people who are maybe 

passengers are going to travel and will not experience maybe accidents. If this policy is going 

to be made it is going to guide us so that people are going to work according to the regulation 

and we are going to have less accidents in this County. So Mr. Speaker Sir, I am moving this 

Motion so that in this County we are not going to experience a lot of accidents and people are 

also going to know that there is a regulation that they need to follow.  

Mr. Speaker Sir, I want through you to urge Honourable Sanga to second this Motion. 

Temporary Speaker: Honourable Sanga Member for Moi’s Bridge. 

MCA Sanga: Mr. Speaker, I stand to second this Motion with regard to the traffic jams and 

congestions caused by the said carts either donkey-drawn, ox-drawn or either pushed by 

hawkers within the major roads in our town. Indeed, somehow at some stage it appears a 

nuisance occasionally to find carts crisscrossing the city centre either by trolleys or in the 

other parts of the town, the outskirts. Mr. Speaker, we have had cases where these animals; 

donkeys sometimes causing problem with regard to traffic jam and sometimes the same 

donkeys when they are supposed to rest after their work - they are used to the roads, 

occasionally that is their place of work and whenever they are relaxing they come and roll 

over and wash in the dust beside the roads causing a lot of problems because that is where 

they are used to, those are their environs. This therefore causes lot of problems and indeed by 

looking at a wider perspective, this also gives a wrong picture of a general overview within 

the precincts of our town in terms of the general outlook of the environment. When you have 

animals straying somehow for any new person entering this town for the first time with good 

intentions maybe investing or anything and whenever they are issues of somebody’s feelings; 

we normally talk of first impression being the last impression. So, when we have people 

entering from the other side of the County like Elgeiyo Marakwet through Iten or even 

through Kapsabet entering this town and they find donkeys roaming all over or people 

crisscrossing with carts either made of wood or even metallic, somehow it gives a wrong 

picture of how the whole town in terms of its organizational movements is.  

Mr. Speaker, if there is a guideline in terms of formulation of a policy to regulate either areas 

of use either ox-drawn carts or pushed by men in specified places within a specific time, so to 

speak somehow there will be some kind of organization because the moment we don’t have a 

framework of this nature in terms of a policy framework somehow you may find carts along 

the roads with huge lorries and even decent vehicles moving around and somebody stealthily 

stands and rigidly becomes rude on the road because they claim it is also their right. You 

know, these are some of the issues that that person has a right to say so because there is no 

policy framework of the areas of operation, the times of operation and even the nature of the 

people driving some of those. There has to be some guidelines as to who should be driving 

donkeys, they should be registered if possible and they should be designated to be seen to be 

doing what kind of work. Does it deserve to be carried by a donkey cart or an ox-drawn cart 

or a pushed cart? These are some of the policy frameworks within the tenets of which they 

should be included to bring some sanity in the transport system and the general movements, 

be it pedestrian or carts and also vehicles in our major roads in town.  



Mr. Speaker, I beg to second this Motion and urge Honourable Members to really look into 

this, analyse, give an analysis and see how best we can bring sanity in terms of the general 

movements and organizational situations within rush hours and certain hours in our town. 

The moment we have that kind of policy framework to put systems in place somehow we 

shall appear sane and the town will be clean and organised in its outlook. Mr. Speaker, I beg 

to second. 

Temporary Speaker: Honourable Members, a Motion has been moved and seconded, I now 

propose a question. 

(Question proposed) 

Temporary Speaker: Ensuing debate. 

Honourable David Sing’oei, Member of Ngenyilel. 

MCA Singoei: Mr. Speaker, I stand in support of this Motion that has been moved by 

Honourable Busienei. There was a Motion that was moved in this Assembly almost similar to 

this but, Mr. Speaker, that Motion was actually limited to Eldoret town and it was talking 

about trolleys.  Also these carts that are pushed by humans and I think it was also touching on 

the use of highways by the motorcycles and the bicycles. Mr. Speaker, the international 

standards of traffic on highways is only meant for motorised vehicles unless there are those 

that are designated for other small motorcycles, bicycles and humans. We would like to 

congratulate the national government and the County government for making those 

provisions as we are seeing in our town at the moment authorised pathways are being 

constructed which is a very god move.  

Mr. Speaker, we have a problem in this Country not only the County itself because the 

legislations that are done by the County governments lack enforcing agents. Mr. Speaker, 

these Members will pass this Motion definitely, but who will enforce these laws? We need a 

link between the national government and the County governments so that whenever there is 

a policy or any law, it should be able to enforce. Like for example I wonder, Mr. Speaker, if a 

Motion like this is passed, if the CEC roads for example creates a policy, will the police 

know that we have done?  so, where is the link? Mr. Speaker, I think there is a lot of work 

that needs to be done by our Executive, more so our Governor to make sure that the laws that 

we pass in this Assembly are actually enforced otherwise it will be just be part and parcel of 

what we have done before. This is a very serious issue; most of the accidents, as it was said 

by the mover of the Motion, are caused by either humans crossing the road haphazardly. 

Uganda Road for example in this town, there are designated areas for pedestrians but you find 

us crossing the road whenever we feel like, which is against the law. The police manning the 

traffic lights where the traffic lights are supposed to be manning the road know that even with 

the national government there is a law that jaywalking is illegal but what we see all the time 

is people pass and the police are there and they don’t take any action. 

I therefore think that besides getting this policy in place we also require cooperation. We 

need somebody to take the initiative between the County government and the national 

government so that whenever we pass laws that are important--- you remember last time 

when we said that we did not need the trolleys to be pushed but up to today nothing has 

happened. We said that we needed to get rid of the motorcycles along Uganda Road, up to 

today nothing has happened and I don’t know whether there is really a link between the 

County government and the national government in terms of enforcing the County laws.  



Mr. Speaker, maybe we should do something about that so that whenever we pass legislation 

or a Motion like this we know that it is going to be effected. Otherwise, Mr. Speaker, this is a 

very good Motion.  I support it and I thank Honourable Salome for bringing up this Motion. 

Where I come from, at Kipkaren, we lose lives all the time and it is because of obstructions 

from animals and trolleys and donkeys.  Sometimes they are the cause of accidents that do 

occur along our roads. Mr. Speaker, I stand in support of this Motion.  Thank you.  

Temporary Speaker: Honourable Members, there being no one raising his or her hand, I 

therefore put a question. 

(Question put and agreed to) 

ADJOURNMENT 

Temporary Speaker: Honourable Members, there being no other business this House stands 

adjourned until tomorrow at 2.30pm at Sirikwa Hotel. 

The House rose at 4:00 pm 


